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Background and MotivationGENI WiMAX is to leverage a commercial IEEE 802.16eWiMAX base station product to prototype an open,programmable and virtualizable base station node thatcould work over a metropolitan area and connect withoff-the shelf WiMAX handsets and data cards.Clemson is funded to build testbed of GENI WiMAX andresearch for handover solutions of GENI WiMAX.
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SDN Based GENI WiMAX Handover Solution

The demo consists of a WiFi-WiFi handover between twoAP’s. A root Linux machine runs an instance of thefloodlight controller and oversees the entire handoverprocess. The network topology is shown in Figure[4].

Figure [5] visualizes the inter-packet arrival timesobserved at the iperf transmission side. Huge spikesrepresent a handover.

Demo Configuration & Results

We have deployed GENI WiMAX at Clemson, anddeveloped a SDN based handover solution for it. Our pastdemos have demonstrated its functionalities. The futurework involves packaging the solution, and test it on schoolbus once we got our WiMAX BSs problems fixed.

Client side can be any Linux based mobile device withSDN support.

SDN techniques are adopted to enable transparent andefficient handover. The basic principle is to dynamicallyinsert flows on switches to build paths for client packetsso that they can be forwarded through the desirednetwork interface.Figure [3] demonstrates the overall structure of thehandover scheme. Whenever the client triggers thehandover, flows are written or removed on relatedswitches to ensure seamless transition.
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Huge spikes denote the handover

Client-Level Mobility Over
Heterogeneous Networks
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We have deployed GENI WiMAX Base Stations(BS) atClemson main campus and the CU-ICAR campus inGreenville. The network topology is shown in Figure 1.Two types of handover are considered:1) Seamless handover from BS-to-BS in overlappedcoverage area. (Using the two BS in the CU-ICARcampus).2) BS-to-BS handover if they are far apart. (Clemsoncampus <-> CU-ICAR campus).
ORBIT Management Framework (OMF) is an openframework for resource management, experimentcontrol, and measurement framework to supportexperiments across heterogeneous testbed resources.We are using this technique to enable outsideexperimenters to use our handover testbed.


